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Magneto-optical investigation of epitaxial nonstoichiometric Co2MnGe thin
films

Simon Trudel,1,a� Jaroslav Hamrle,1 Burkard Hillebrands,1 Tomoyuki Taira,2 and
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2Division of Electronics for Informatics, Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, Hokkaido
University, N14, W9, Kita-ku, Sapporo 060-0814, Japan

�Received 9 October 2009; accepted 16 December 2009; published online 25 February 2010�

We investigate the magneto-optical properties of a nonstoichiometric, epitaxial
Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42�001� film grown on a MgO-buffered MgO�001� single-crystal substrate.
Magneto-optical Kerr effect magnetometry indicates that the sample has strong uniaxial anisotropy,
whereas the easy and hard axes of magnetization are tilted by �10° with respect to the �110� and

�11̄0� directions, respectively. A modest quadratic Kerr effect with an amplitude of 0.4 mdeg was
observed. Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy was used to find that the exchange constant A,
spin-wave stiffness D, and saturation magnetization Ms are 22.5 pJ/m, 413 meV Å2, and
6.43 �B / f.u., respectively. The saturation magnetization value suggests that the Slater–Pauling rule
might apply to such nonstoichiometric compositions. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3296350�

I. INTRODUCTION

Co2MnGe, as many other Co2-based Heusler compounds
�Co2MZ, where M is a transition metal and Z is a main group
element�, is attracting considerable attention due to its pre-
dicted half-metallicity.1–4 Materials endowed with this prop-
erty support a particular band structure in which the
majority-spin channel is metallic, whereas the minority spin
channel is semiconducting. In theory, this provides a 100%
spin polarization at the Fermi level, which is attractive for
spintronic applications. For Co2MnGe, the Fermi level lies
near the middle of the minority spin band gap.2 This is ad-
vantageous for conserving half-metallicity at finite tempera-
tures or in the presence of defects which smear the electron
density near the valence or conduction bands. Futhermore,
Co2MnGe boasts a high Curie temperature of 905 K,5 which
is a prerequisite for implementation in practical devices. It
also features a small lattice mismatch of �3.6% between
Co2MnGe and MgO �after a 45° in-plane rotation within the
�001� plane, see Fig. 1�, compared to, for example, that of
�5.1% between Co2MnSi and MgO. This small mismatch is
not only preferable for realizing high-performance magnetic
tunnel junctions �MTJs� with potentially half-metallic
Heusler-compound electrodes but also to build layered struc-
tures for spin-injection from a Heusler-compound electrode
into semiconductors through a MgO barrier.

Some of the present authors recently developed fully
epitaxial MgO-based MTJs wherein a Heusler-compound
thin film serves as either the lower or both the lower and
upper ferromagnetic electrodes.6–10 Relatively high tun-
nel magnetoresistance �TMR� ratios of 376% at 4.2 K

and 160% at room temperature �RT� were reported for
Co2MnGe /MgO /Co50Fe50 MTJs with a Mn- and Ge-
deficient Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42 lower electrode.11,12 Furthermore,
high TMR ratios of 1135% at 4.2 K and 236% at RT were
demonstrated for Co2MnSi /MgO /Co2MnSi MTJs with Mn-
rich Co2Mn1.29Si electrodes.13

It was recently shown that the temperature dependence
of the TMR ratio of a Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5 /MgAl2Ox /CoFe TMJ
followed a T3/2 power law �T being the temperature�, due to
the thermal excitation of spin waves.14 Furthermore, for fully
epitaxial Co2MZ /MgO-based MTJs, including Co2MnSi /
MgO /Co50Fe50,

8 Co2Cr0.6Fe0.4Al /MgO /Co50Fe50,
15 and

Co2MnSi /MgO /Co2MnSi �Ref. 16� junctions, the tunnel re-
sistance for the parallel magnetization configuration were al-
most independent of temperature from 4.2 to 300 K, while
that for the antiparallel magnetization configuration �RAP�
were strongly dependent on T and decreased with increasing
T. This strong temperature dependence of RAP was also dis-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Epitaxial relation between the MgO buffered
MgO�001� substrate and the Co2MnGe film. The Co2MnGe film grows with
a �001� orientation, and the edges of its cubic unit cell are rotated by an
in-plane angle of 45° with respect to the edges of the MgO unit cell, i.e.,
Co2MnGe�001��100� �MgO�001��110�. �b� Geometry of the MOKE mea-
surements. The eight fields are those used for the QMOKE measurements in
saturation �see text�. The plane of light incidence contains H4, H8, and the
sample’s normal, and forms an angle � with the edge of the sample �i.e., an
MgO�100� direction�.
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cussed in terms of the role of thermally excited magnons for
spin-flip scattering17 from the majority-spin band to minority
spin gap states, including minority spin interface states, in
the emitter electrode, and vice versa in the collector
electrodes.16,18 In this context, the knowledge of the ex-
change stiffness, which will largely determine the energy re-
quired to create a spin wave, is a crucial parameter that must
be understood to gain insight into the construction of supe-
rior devices.

As a part of our ongoing investigation of the magneto-
optical properties of Co2-based Heusler compounds by
means of magneto-optical Kerr effect �MOKE�
magnetometry19–23 and Brillouin light scattering �BLS�
spectroscopy,19,24–26 we here report on the investigation of
the Mn- and Ge-deficient, nonstoichiometric epitaxial
Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42 films described above. The compound of in-
terest here, Co2MnGe, was recently investigated by BLS
spectroscopy.27,28 However, in that study, Co2MnGe�110�
films were grown by rf-sputtering onto V-buffered a-plane
Al2O3, and the actual stoichiometry was not verified. We
show the exchange constant is nearly doubled for our nons-
toichiometric Co2MnxGey �x ,y�1� thin films compared to
that reported for the Co2MnGe�110� films.27,28

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

A. Sample preparation and structural details

The nominal studied sample layer structure was as fol-
lows: MgO�001� substrate/MgO buffer �10 nm� /Co2MnGe
�50 nm�/MgO barrier �2 nm� /AlOx capping layer �1 nm�.
The sample was prepared in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber
maintained at a base pressure of �6�10−8 Pa. The Mn- and
Ge-deficient Co2MnGe films were deposited at RT by radio
frequency magnetron sputtering from a stoichiometric
Co2MnGe target and subsequently annealed in situ at 500 °C
for 15 min. The MgO barrier was deposited by electron beam
deposition at RT. During this deposition step, the pressure
was �6�10−7 Pa. Finally, an Al layer was deposited by
direct current sputtering at RT and a native oxide was formed
in an oxygen atmosphere over a period of 2 h. Further details
of the sample preparation can be found in Refs. 11 and 12.

X-ray diffraction measurements show that the films grew
as epitaxial single-crystal thin films, and the presence of
�111� reflections indicate the sample is at least partially L21

ordered.29 A high-resolution transmission electron micros-
copy study of a cross section of similar samples also revealed
that the Mn- and Ge-deficient Co2MnGe films were epitaxial
and had very sharp interfaces with MgO.12 Furthermore, the
�111� diffraction spots were also observed by electron dif-
fraction, consistent with L21 ordering.12 Using inductively
coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy, the composi-
tion of a thin film prepared under the same conditions was
determined to be Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42, with an accuracy of
2%–3% for each element.11,12 We assume the same stoichi-
ometry for the sample studied here. This composition of
Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42 is important to understand the defects in-
duced in off-stoichiometric Co2MnGe films and will be dis-
cussed in Sec. III B with respect to the experimentally ob-
tained saturation magnetization for this film.

B. MOKE measurements

All MOKE and BLS measurements described below
were preformed at RT.

The sample was mounted on a stage capable of rotating
around an axis that is perpendicular to the sample’s surface
and contained by the plane of light incidence. The measure-
ments were carried out in the longitudinal configuration �i.e.,
the magnetic field is applied in the sample plane and is par-
allel to the plane of light incidence�. The incident light �laser
diode, �=670 nm� was plane polarized perpendicular to the
plane of light incidence �s-polarized light�. The sample was
oriented such that the edge of the substrate �i.e., the MgO
�100� direction� is aligned with the 0° in-plane orientation.

That is to say, 0° is along the Co2MnGe �11̄0� direction �see
Fig. 1�. For a given in-plane orientation � �with respect to
the magnetic field� of the sample, the Kerr rotation is mea-
sured as the applied magnetic field is cycled between �35
mT. The sample is then rotated by 1°, and another Kerr ro-
tation versus field loop is measured. This procedure is re-
peated until a loop has been measured for every in-plane
orientation through a full rotation of the sample �360°�. The
field strength of 35 mT was sufficient to magnetically satu-
rate the sample, for all orientations.

C. QMOKE measurements

These measurements were carried out using a MOKE
magnetometer equipped with a quadrupole magnet, which is
described elsewhere.23 Only results obtained at perpendicular
incidence are shown. Briefly, for a given sample orientation,
the Kerr rotation is measured in saturation �50 mT� along
eight field directions, each oriented 45° away from one an-
other. The Kerr rotation �1 is measured along the field la-
beled H1, which is oriented at 45° �in a clockwise fashion�
from the plane of light incidence on the side of the reflected
light beam. The subsequent fields labeled 2–8 are succes-
sively found in a clockwise fashion. This procedure is re-
peated every incremental rotation of 5° through a full rota-
tion of the sample. As will be explained below and is
detailed in Refs. 20, 30, and 31, the combination of these
eight Kerr rotations �n allows one to determine the contri-
butions to the MOKE signal that are proportional to the lon-
gitudinal component of the magnetization ML, as well as
product terms containing both the longitudinal and the trans-
verse components of the magnetization, MT.

D. BLS measurements

The BLS measurements were performed in the magne-
tostatic surface mode geometry, i.e., the magnetic field H
was applied parallel to the film surface and perpendicular to
the plane of light incidence. A diode-pumped, frequency-
doubled Nd:YVO4 laser ��=532 nm� was used as a light
source. The angle of incidence 	 �defined by the direction of
the incident light and the sample’s normal� and the magnetic
field were changed. A more detailed description of this in-
strument is found in Ref. 32.
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Except where specifically indicated, the BLS spectra
were recorded at an angle of incidence 	 of 45°. For a given
angle of incidence, the in-plane wave vector q� of the de-
tected magnons is given by

q� =
4


�
sin�	� . �1�

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. MOKE magnetometry

The coercive fields determined for each in-plane sample
orientation are compiled in Fig. 2�a�. We remind that in this

figure the 0° orientation corresponds to the Co2MnGe �11̄0�
orientation �see Fig. 1�.

The coercive field �0Hc ranges between 1.15 and 1.61
mT. The angular dependence clearly displays a uniaxial pro-
file, where the easy axis of magnetization �highest coercive
field� is oriented about 7° past the �110� direction �i.e., �
�97°�, and the in-plane hard axis is oriented orthogonally to
this direction.

For loops measured at orientations where larger coercivi-
ties were observed, for example, at angles of 75° and 97°, as
shown in Figs. 3�d� and 3�e�, the Kerr rotation loop was quite
square, confirming the easy axis character of that orientation.
Conversely, loops measured in orientations of lower coerciv-
ity showed rounding, which reflects its hard direction char-
acter. Such loops can be seen in Figs. 3�b�, 3�c�, 3�f�, and
3�h�.

More generally, the Kerr rotation measured in rema-
nence �r shown in Fig. 2�b� �as well as the reduced rema-
nence �r /�sat, not shown� shows the same uniaxial behavior
as the coercive field shown in Fig. 2�a�, with the remanence
�and reduced remanence� being maximal along the �110� di-
rection. This again indicates that the easy axis of magnetiza-
tion is oriented along the �110� direction. The fine structure
observed in Fig. 2�a� between 130° and 220° is also more
apparent in this graph.

The origin of such uniaxial symmetry may be hard to
assess. The small step between our measurements also high-
lights the rather complex shape of the anisotropy, a feature

that is often lost when fewer measurements are performed.
To explain the experimental value of the saturation magneti-
zation of 6.43 �B / f.u., we tentatively estimated the formula
unit composition to be Co2�Mn0.492Co0.508��Ge0.527Mn0.473�,
as will be described in Sec. III B, where the first bracket
relates to the site occupancy of the Mn site of the ideal L21

structure,29 and the second bracket relates to the Ge site
occupancy.29 We speculate that the observed uniaxial sym-
metry was probably related to the fact that �1� the Ge sites
were only half-occupied by Ge atoms in the Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42

film, and �2� a possible preferential distribution of the Ge
atoms on the Ge sites is present.

When strains lower than 2% were present, for example,
in Co2Cr0.6Fe0.4Al grown on Fe- or Cr-buffered MgO �Ref.
22� and Co2MnSi grown on Cr-buffered MgO,19 we previ-
ously observed a very clear fourfold anisotropy, which was
indicative of the cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
these samples.

Studies of the magnetic properties of single-crystal �001�
oriented Co2MnGe thin films on GaAs�001� have revealed a
combination of in-plane fourfold and uniaxial anisotropy.33,34
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However, in both these cases, multistep magnetization rever-
sal was observed, which was attributed to two combined an-
isotropy �cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy and surface
uniaxial anisotropy� sharing the same easy axis.34 This is not
the case here, as can be seen in Fig. 3 where magnetization
reversal is seen to occur in a single step for every orientation.

As can be seen in Fig. 4 for measurements at an in-plane
orientation of 173°, the measured Kerr rotation exhibits an
asymmetry with respect to an inversion of the magnetic field.
The symmetric and asymmetric components of the Kerr sig-
nal � may be arithmetically extracted.20 The two compo-
nents are given as

LMOKE↑↓ � �sym =
��H↑↓� − ��− H↓↑�

2
, �2�

QMOKE↑↓ � �asym =
��H↑↓� + ��− H↓↑�

2
, �3�

where the arrows indicate the branches of the loop with in-
creasing �↑� and decreasing �↓� field strengths. As is indi-
cated, the component that is symmetric upon field inversion
is attributed to the longitudinal component of the Kerr signal
�LMOKE�, and the asymmetric component is attributed to a
quadratic component �QMOKE�. The origin of QMOKE is
not yet fully understood, but the contemporary view places
its origin in second-order spin-orbit coupling.35 The micro-
scopic details leading to the observation of QMOKE in a
given sample are not yet firmly established, but QMOKE
has been observed in a range of cobalt-based Heusler-
compound thin films such as CoxMnyGe1−x−y�111�,36,37

Co2FeSi�001�,20,21 Co2MnSi�001�,19 and �among other sys-
tems� thin Fe films.30,31,38,39

To quantify the amplitude of the QMOKE component,
we have carried out the “eight field method” �see Sec. II and
Refs. 20, 30, and 31 for more details�. The eight measured
Kerr rotations �n are combined according to �see Fig. 1 for
geometry�

�ML

sat =
�8 − �4

2
, �4�

�MLMT

sat =
�1 + �5 − �3 − �7

4
, �5�

�ML
2−MT

2
sat =

�8 + �4 − �2 − �6

4
, �6�

and yield the LMOKE signal in saturation �ML

sat as well as
two QMOKE signals �MLMT

sat and �ML
2−MT

2
sat . The measured sig-

nals are presented in Fig. 5 as a function of in-plane sample
orientation. As can be seen, the LMOKE does not depend on
the sample direction. The two QMOKE signals exhibit a
sinusoidal behavior, and both have the same amplitude �0.4
mdeg in this case� and the MOKE signal proportional to
MLMT is vertically offset from zero. This amplitude, while
clearly observed experimentally due to our sensitive experi-
mental setup,23 is quite modest. For comparison, amplitudes
of �2 and �18 mdeg were observed for Co2MnSi �Ref. 23�
and Co2FeSi �Ref. 20� thin films, respectively.

The expected Kerr rotation for a cubic material, when
taking into account effects up to the second order of the
magnetization,31 is the real part of

�s = A · KML + B	
−
K2

ñ2 + 2G44 +
�G

2
�MLMT

−
�G

2
cos 4� · MLMT −

�G

4
sin 4��ML

2 − MT
2�� , �7�

where A and B are the �complex� optical weighting factors,40

K and Gij are the components of the linear and quadratic
magneto-optical tensors, respectively, �G=G11−G12−2G44

embodies the magneto-optical anisotropy, and ñ is the com-
plex refractive index of the material. The salient features of
Eq. �7� are recognized in the data shown in Fig. 5. This
suggests that the electronic properties of this sample are well
described by a cubic environment, as expected for a Heusler
compound.19–23 The solid lines in Fig. 5 are fits to the various
components of Eq. �7�.

B. BLS spectroscopy

BLS spectra were measured in various magnetic fields,
as is shown in Fig. 6�a�. The positions of the observed peaks
shift to larger absolute frequencies with increasing field. This
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is evidence that these peaks are of magnonic origin, as peaks
arising from phonons would not be shifted by an applied
magnetic field.41

The Damon–Esbach mode �dipole-dominated magneto-
static surface mode, i.e., q�Ms� can be discriminated from
the perpendicular standing spin-wave �PSSW� mode by
changing the angle of incidence. For the former �neglecting
exchange�, the spin-wave frequency DE is given in Système
International units by

DE = ��0H�H + Ms� +
Ms

2

8

�1 − e−2q�d� , �8�

where �= �1 /ge���e�g is the gyromagnetic ratio ��e is the gy-
romagnetic ratio of a free electron, and ge and g are and the
Landé factors for the free electron and the material, respec-
tively�, �0 is the permeability of vacuum, Ms is the satura-
tion magnetization42 �assumed to be aligned with the applied
field H�, and d is the film thickness.

For the nth PSSW mode, the wave vector qn is quantized
according to

qn = n



d
, �9�

where n is an integer, and the observed frequency can be
approximated as

PSSW = ��0
H +
2A

�0Ms
qn

2�
H + Ms +
2A

�0Ms
qn

2� ,

�10�

where the exchange constant A is introduced. These PSSW
modes are thus rather insensitive to the angle of incidence.43

Figure 6�b� shows the BLS spectra measured at various
angles of incidence. The peaks near 26 GHz clearly shift
position upon varying the angle of incidence, marking them
as the DE modes. Conversely, the other observed peaks are
assigned to the PSSW modes.

Using a model by Hillebrands44 based on a continuum-
type magnetostatic theory, the exchange constant A, the re-
lated spin-wave stiffness D= �2g�B� / �AMs� ��B being the
Bohr magneton�,25 the saturation magnetization, and
the Landé g-factor can be determined from the experimen-
tally observed spin-wave frequencies. Figure 7 shows
the calculated dispersions for A=22.5�1.0 pJ /m �D
=413�15 meV Å2�, �0Ms=1.58�0.05 T �6.43 �B / f.u.�,
and g=2.0�0.1. As can be seen, these dispersions show a
very good agreement with the observed spin-wave frequen-
cies.

The exchange constant A we determine �22.5 pJ/m� is
approximately twice as large as the values reported for
Co2MnGe�110� films grown on Al2O3 by Belmeguenai
et al.27,28 In those studies, A was found to vary between 9.8
and 13.8 pJ/m for film thickness ranging from 30 to 83 nm.
A discrepancy of this order is not surprising, as the exchange
constant was shown to be dependent on the ordering19 and
the number of valence electrons �i.e., composition�.45 These
two physical attributes are likely to be different between the
samples studied by Belmeguenai and co-workers and the one
studied here.

The effect of point defects on the half-metallicity and
saturation magnetization have been studied by means of ab
initio calculations for Co2�xMn1�xGe �Refs. 46–49� and
Co2Mn1+xGe1−x �Ref. 50� compounds. While CoMn antisites,
where a Mn site is replaced by a Co atom, destroy
half-metallicity,46–48 this important feature is preserved for
MnCo antisites.47–49

Slater–Pauling behavior relates the magnetic moment m
per formula unit �or strictly speaking, per unit formula for a
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nonstoichiometric material, including vacancies� to the num-
ber of valence electrons Nv in the formula unit by the simple
relationship,51

m = Nv − 24.

This behavior is expected for half-metallic ferromagnets,51

and predicted to remain valid for Co2Mn1+xGe1−x for −0.2
�x�0.2,50 It is worth mentioning that this feature is
also maintained for closely related Mn-rich Co2MnSi
compounds.52 We will now discuss a possible formula unit
composition of the Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42 films based on this ex-
tended Slater–Pauling behavior as an approximation for the
Co–rich, Ge–deficient Co2MnGe samples studied here along
with taking into consideration the influence of CoMn antisites
involved in the possible formula unit composition.

According to the theoretically calculated energies of for-
mation �E for various kinds of defects in Co2MnSi,52 �E for
a CoMn antisite �0.75 eV�, where a Mn site is replaced by a
Co atom, is much smaller than �E for a CoSi antisite �2.25
eV�, �E for a vacancy at a Mn site �1.43 eV�, and �E for a
vacancy at a Si site �3.74 eV�. By assuming a similar
tendency in �E for defects in Co2MnGe,47 CoMn antisites
are likely to be induced for Mn- and Ge-deficient
Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42. If we tentatively describe the formula unit
composition to be Co2�Mn0.83Co0.17�Ge0.455, where CoMn an-
tisites are induced and the Ge sites are approximately half-
occupied, this tentative formula unit composition provides a
Slater–Pauling Ms value of 3.15 �B / f.u., which is much
smaller than the Ms value of 6.43 �B / f.u. measured by the
BLS spectroscopy.

Alternatively, if we describe the formula unit composi-
tion to be Co2�Mn0.492Co0.508��Ge0.527Mn0.473�, where all the
Co, Mn and Ge sites are fully occupied and the formation of
CoMn and MnGe antisites are assumed �note that �E for a
MnSi antisite �1.69 eV� is much smaller than �E for a CoSi

antisite �2.25 eV� for Co2MnSi �Ref. 52��, this tentative
formula unit composition provides a Slater–Pauling Ms value
of 7.44 �B / f.u., which is closer to the Ms value of
6.43 �B / f.u. measured by BLS spectroscopy. Furthermore,
this formula unit model featuring all the Co, Mn, and Ge
sites being fully occupied is reasonable if we take into con-
sideration that any �E values for vacancies at a Co site, a
Mn site and a Si site are much higher than �E for a CoMn

antisite and a MnSi antisite in the case of Co2MnSi.52 The
lower experimental Ms �6.43 �B / f.u.� than the Slater-
Pauling Ms value �7.44 �B / f.u.� is also reasonable if we
consider that a CoMn antisite decreases the magnetic moment
of the formula unit as theoretically predicted.47 Alternatively,
it can be attributed to the possible existence of a small
amount of vacancies at the Co, Mn, or Ge site. Taking into
account the theoretical prediction that a vacancy at a Co site
has a lower �E than a vacancy at a Mn site and a vacancy at
a Si site in Co2MnSi,52 vacancies are more likely to be in-
troduced at Co sites in Co2MnGe.

Given these considerations, we assume a possible for-
mula unit composition of Co1.87�0.13�Mn0.44Co0.56�
��Ge0.51Mn0.49�, where the formation of CoMn antisites,
MnGe antisites, and vacancies at Co sites ��� are assum-
ed. This formula unit composition provides a number of

valence electrons per formula unit �Nv� of 30.4. This
Nv, assuming the generalized Slater–Pauling rule for the
Mn- and Ge-deficient Co2MnGe films, provides a Ms

value of 6.4 �B / f.u. �note that the composition of
Co1.87�0.13�Mn0.44Co0.56��Ge0.51Mn0.49� is identical to the de-
scription of the film composition of Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42�. Again,
the first and second brackets describe the site occupancy of
the Mn and Ge sites of the ideal L21 structure, respectively.29

The saturation magnetization of 6.4 �B / f.u. thus calculated
reproduces well the experimental Ms value of 6.43 �B / f.u.
However, it neglects the reduction of Ms theoretically pre-
dicted for CoMn antisites,47 and would provide an upper limit
as to the occurrence of Co vacancies. The good agreement
suggests that CoMn antisites are induced and the Ge sites are
partially occupied by Mn atoms.

In summary, it is worth to highlight the contrast between
the results observed by both MOKE techniques presented
above. The rotational scan clearly points to uniaxial symme-
try �Fig. 2� and may be due to the atomic ordering of the
nonstoichiometric system. On the other hand, the QMOKE
measurements in saturation are in full agreement with the
magneto-optical tensor for a material with cubic symmetry.
The perturbation leading to the observed complex uniaxial
anisotropy of the magnetization reversal processes �see Fig.
2� apparently has little influence on the electronic structure
of the material, in particular, with respect to the anisotropy of
the spin-orbit coupling �see Fig. 5 and related discussion�.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have examined an epitaxial, nonstoichiometric Mn-
and Ge-deficient Co2Mn0.77Ge0.42 thin films by means of
MOKE magnetometry and BLS spectroscopy. We find the
sample exhibits a unidirectional anisotropy. A modest qua-
dratic MOKE with an amplitude of 0.4 mdeg is observed.
Using BLS spectroscopy, we find the exchange constant A
=22.5 pJ /m �exchange stiffness D=413 meV Å2�, which is
twice higher than previously reported for Co2MnGe�110�
films.27,28 Even though the composition is highly off-
stoichiometric, the magnetic moment appears to be approxi-
mated by Slater–Pauling behavior. Furthermore, while the
magnetization reversal shows a clear uniaxial symmetry, the
magneto-optical tensor describing this material is not signifi-
cantly perturbed with respect to the ideal cubic symmetry.
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